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TEST 1 

Globalization is the comprehensive term for the emergence of a global society 

___(1)___ economic, political, environmental, and cultural events in one part of the 

world affect everyone elsewhere. In other words, developments in one particular place 

quickly become ___(2)___for people in others. Globalization is the result of the 

___(3)___ advances in communication, transportation, and information technologies of 

the past few decades. It ___(4)___borders and cultures as it develops from the natural 

flow of information and communications. 

Globalization also involves the growth of businesses with operations or ___(5)___in 

many countries. Hence, the international institutions ___(6)___world trade and finance, 

such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Trade Organization (WTO), and 

the World Bank, play an increasingly important role in this era of globalization. 

With the ___(7)___ of borders between countries that has brought the affected 

societies closer than ever before, globalization has sparked a heated debate. The 

subject of this controversy centers on what the best rules are for governing the global 

economy ___(8)___its advantages can grow while its problems can be solved. On one 

side of this debate are ___(9)___the benefits to consumers of removing barriers to 

international trade. With free-market globalization, funds and products can move freely 

from ___(10)___plentiful to the places they are most needed.  

1) a) ---- b) which c) of which d) in which

2) a) mere b) hostile c) reluctant d) significant

3) a) unprecedented b) vegetative c) rebellious d) serene

4) a) deprives b) attributes c) transcends d) predisposes

5) a) implications b) investments c) hindrances d) diversions

6) a) supervised b) supervising
c) to be

supervised
d) being

supervised

7) a) conflicting b) generating c) resisting d) fading

8) a) so that b) in case c) such that d) in order to

9) a) who stress b) that stressed c) those stressed
d) those who

stress

10) a) where there are
b) where they

are
c) that they are d) they are
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TEST 2 

 

On the other side are critics that regard free-market globalization as ___(1)___ greater 

poverty, inequality, social conflict, cultural destruction, and environmental damage. They 

say that the ___(2)___ and most developed nations –the United States, Germany, and 

Japan– succeeded not because of free trade but because of protectionism and 

subsidies. 

 

 Though it seems, at first sight, that there is a widespread anti-globalization 

movement, this really is not the case. In fact, very few people, groups, or governments 

___(3)___ globalization in its entirety. ___(4)___ are protests by the anti-globalization 

movement directed against globalization itself. Rather, these protests are against 

corporate abuses and ___(5)___ regimes whose practices harm workers and the 

environment. The question raised by protesters at WTO and IMF gatherings is 

___(6)___  globalization will result in a rise of living standards or a race to the bottom, 

with competition lowering living standards and undermining environmental regulations. 

Critics of globalization, too, actually assert that only certain aspects of the way 

globalization operates ___(7)___. They maintain that identifying the ___(8)___ of the 

current system will eventually lead to the establishment of a fairer global economic 

system. 

 

 Obviously, globalization is a process that is ___(9)___ for all the world’s nations 

as a result of the lifting of trade and cultural barriers. It is, therefore, essential that 

governments ___(10)___ policies that will minimize its negative effects and help their 

citizens benefit most from the opportunities it presents. 

 

1) a)  produce b)  produced c)  producing d)  to produce 

2) a)  disruptive b)  affluent c)  bizarre d)  illicit 

3) a)  embrace b)  escalate c)  oppose d)  aspire 

4) a)  Had b) Only c)  Seldom d)  Not only 

5) a)  suspended b)  corrupt c)  eligible d)  fragile 

6) a)  ---- b)  that c)  what d)  whether 

7) 
a)  could have 

been adjusted 
b)  should have 

adjusted 
c)  should be 

adjusted 
d)  could adjust 

8) a)  outstrips b)  drawbacks c)  successors d)  descendants 

9) a)  petty b)  distorted c)  unavoidable d)  contaminated 

10) a)  adopt b)  adopting c)  had adopted d)  would adopt 
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ANSWER KEY 

TEST 1:  1D 2D 3A 4C 5B 6B 7D 8A 9D 10B 

TEST 2:  1C 2B 3C 4C 5B 6B 7C 8B 9C 10A 


